Reaxys now available

Melanie Radik writes:

Hi all,

Brandeis now has the chemistry database Reaxys! There is a new page about it in the Chemistry research guide.

Reaxys is built on a foundation of three main components: the Beilstein (Organic), Gmelin (Inorganic and organometallic), and Patent Chemistry databases. The next largest chemistry database after SciFinder, the two are complementary resources. Although there is some overlap they are quite different in their respective literature coverage and the ways they register compounds and index reactions.

Thanks to the generosity of the chemistry department co-funding the subscription, and the hard work of our contract negotiators at the library, we are able to subscribe to this excellent resource for the next 12 months. So please use it, evaluate it, send me feedback! We will need to re-commit to keep the subscription after this year.

Best,

Melanie